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PROTOCOL FOR INVESTIGATING THE PARANORMAL

When it comes to investigating a paranormal phenomena or a "ghost haunting" there are

two main things that are of great concern to me:

Living people (because they can hurt you, carry guns, knives, etc.) and unsafe locations

(problems with the building itself, deep holes in the ground to fall into or wells, unseen

power lines or chemical spills. And I'm not thrilled with rats and ugly spiders). In my

opinion, there is no paranormal or psychic phenomena to be afraid of. Having said this

there is something to take into strong consideration if you do choose to investigate a specific

site building or an old empty house. Especially at night or in the dark. There is what I call

proper protocol and proper investigator etiquette.



SAFETY FIRST.

As always, Safety should come first. And of course one should never trespass onto private

or restricted properties. Always obtain permission or find out how to gain access legally

and safely to a site you wish to investigate.

A) If you plan on investigating a site after dark, it is always a good idea to first visit the site

during the daylight hours and map out the area. Look for any potential dangers and health

hazards, such as boards with nails in them, broken glass, sharp objects, deteriorating

floors, and find out if there is lead paint or asbestos-containing materials on the property or

building.

B) Let someone know where you will be on the date, time and location ( the site you will be

investigating) This is just in case of an emergency or if someone ends up missing. Cell

phones do not always function in all locations.

C) Though not always necessary it will be a good idea to let the county sheriff or local police

dept know who you are (group's name or non profit org name ) that you and other

club/team members will be at the specified location, taking photos and readings for x

amount of time (say between 11:00 PM and 1:00 AM) This is in case neighbors or people in

the area who are not expecting activity become concerned or alarmed when they see

unknown vehicles parked where there is normally no one parked, if they see bright flashes

of light, hear voices, etc.



D) Pepper spray, legal firearm or taser....People are more dangerous than dogs or ghosts.

Better safe than sorry.

E) Leave the pot and beer at home. Self explanatory, but incorporating altered states of

consciousness is not conducive to any investigation. You want to avoid turning it into a party

and end up in jail or in some other undesirable situation.

Most of this is common sense, but you would be surprised at how many people get hurt,

arrested or worse by not

putting safety first and thinking ahead.

PRELIMINARIES.

If there aren't individuals (clients) involved in your investigation (no one called you to come

to their home or property to investigate) then mapping out the site before an investigation

is advisable. Then You should conduct historical research on the place in question and

interview people who know about the site. Your local library is a great place to start and

most public libraries have kept old records, including cemetery plot records, Micro-fiche

newspaper articles, etc. You can also check with the county clerks office and find out who

are the original &amp; current owner IS...Attain the proper permits or permission to enter the

property before hand as well.

THE INTERVIEWS.

Interviews should be conducted in a respectful and professional manner by you and another

team member who can observe the person being interviewed and interject with you on

asking the right questions and keeping the flow. Both team members should formulate the

proper questions (more on this in the next section) and address the client's concerns for

safety and privacy before getting into the paranormal, psychological and counseling aspects

of the interview. There are many important questions that need to be asked and asked again

in different formats. Not all cases that fall under "the paranormal" are in the same category

or related.

If there are people involved in an upcoming investigation (clients) then you should set up at

least two interviews, to become familiar with the client and with the type of case or incident

you are dealing with if any. Is it a poltergeist case, a volatile haunting or are there health

issues involved with strange sightings? Interviews are important to conduct before

attempting to go in there with any equipment. THE FIRST INTERVIEW WILL HELP

YOU ASSESS IF ITS EVEN WORTH YOUR TIME AND EFFORTS. One of the interviews

should be conducted outside the client's home (like at a coffee shop, book store or park)

-somewhere private but comfortable. The second interview should be conducted in their own

home or your office.



The interviews should be recorded on a voice recorder or camcorder, and one person should

be taking notes on anything that stands out in the client's story or behavior &amp; emotional

responses. You must ask clients if it is OK to record them during the interview and remind



them that, as stated in the contract, this is strictly confidential and is standard procedure.

The same thing goes for video recording them. You must have them agree to be recorded on

camera to make it legal.

The second interview can be scheduled and be used to compare answers , body language,

story consistencies and tell if any changes have occurred since the first interview. Usually 5

to7

days after the first interview is a good time to do the second one.

DATA COLLECTION.

As mentioned above, the interviews are very important to have. Note taking, audio

recording (and sometimes video) of the interviews with witnesses, testimony of witnesses,

psychics, investigators and sometimes people brought in who know nothing about the case

(psychically sensitive or not at all sensitive friends or relatives of the clients ). If you have

someone who is a counselor or who is good at anaylizing people-a profiler or psychologists

on-board, anyone who is highly perceptive, take them with you. I personally use such person

and use a former military intelligence data collection tool known now as "technical remote

viewing" to help find out specific information pertaining to the client and possible

paranormal events associated with the client. TRV is a rigid methodology of accessing the

collective unconscious to attain accurate data on whatever your "target" is. It is a

controllable way of gaining psychically derived data. (more on this later)

THE OBSERVER EFFECT.

Avoid creating holes in your investigation. It is tough enough to go through the entire

process of differentiating between so many things. Keep in mind that people do tend to

change their behavior when aware of being watched. And planting ideas in people's heads

is easy to do in all the excitement that comes along with an investigation. One of the things I

like to NOT do, is mention any of the details of the story told by the client(s) or history of

the events that took place in the home to the other group members assisting with

investigations. You must keep all information compartmentalized until after the data has

been reviewed outside the client's home. Otherwise you run the risk of "leading" the others.

Or you may cause them to become influenced by the thought or suggestion that for example,

"A headless lady is known to walk up the patio staircase after midnight" They will be

expecting something like that to occur and could actually formulate an image in their minds

or make them see something that isn't there. To prevent tainting their honest assessment its

good to go "double blind " whenever possible.



OBSERVE, DOCUMENT, OBSERVE, DOCUMENT!

One of the most crucial things that many ghost hunters fail to do , is observe without

prejudice or expectations and document what they see hear smell, feel, etc The other is ,

they fail to document the exact time of when such things occurred. If you are in a bedroom

and



the room suddenly gets freezing cold, the mistake is to yell out to the others that it is getting

very cold in there and you think a ghost is about to appear. Next thing you know everybody

is also feeling or experiencing the same things. Write it down and continue with observing

your surroundings and using your instrumentation QUIETLY to record data. note if the

others appear to be shivering and cold. No one should be speaking unnecessarily. Keep in

mind that another member may be recording for EVP in a neighboring room. Why taint

data when you don't have to?

You must note the environmental readings you get with technology like thermometers,

EMF detectors, Tri-Field Meters, magnetometers, geomagnetometers, frequency analyzers

and such –You should especially correlate anomalous readings to the concurrent

experiences/perceptions of the witnesses and psychics. Naturally, you need to spend a lot of

time eliminating normal explanations for the individual incidents reported by the witnesses

(and for the individual readings you get on the equipment), and consider alternative

explanations such as low frequency sound and high magnetic fields as being responsible for

the perceptions.

INSTRUMENTATION / EQUIPMENT

A broad misconception exists that the use of technology means we're being scientific in our

investigations. This is caused by poor science education, and by no means limited to the

paranormal folks. It's HOW you use the technology and what you do with the data, how you

assess the data, and the application of the scientific method in the process that means one is

applying a scientific approach in an investigation. You need to know how the equipment

actually works, its limitations, what it can and cannot detect, and so on. Otherwise, using

your microwave means your cooking is scientific right?

THE BIG LeBOOski

One of the BIG No-no's I see many ghost busters do on television with their EMF meters and

Tri-Filed meters, is they walk around with these instruments in their hands (without

calibrating them mind you) and wave them around or move them up and down! Its total

blasphemy. I can't tell you how many times I used to screamed at my TV set, "No you dumb

F**K!" But you have to keep in mind the shows are there to entertain and sensationalize

the hell out of us for an hour each week.



Also, the wrong set of tools is often used in some of the ghost hunter shows and many

aspiring ghost hunters think that what they are doing on a produced show like that is

correct. And so out they go to do the same thing on a Saturday Night. And they think they

can get real evidence of ghost hauntings with those "methods" when they don't even know

how to use the equipment properly.

KNOW YOUR EQUIPMENT.

Just because it says "ghost meter" on it doesn't mean it detects ghosts…or anything



paranormal, psychic or supernatural. EMF detectors detect electromagnetic fields. Air ion

counters detect changes in the ions in the air. Temperature sensors -including thermal

vision cameras --detect ambient temperature and changes in temperature....

Most of the equipment used is to detect the state of or changes in the environment. They are

not designed to detect anything paranormal because at this point in our understanding of

the phenomena, they cannot be designed to do so. We simply don't know enough about the

phenomena to design equipment to perform that function, if it's even possible with today's

knowledge. The fact is that psi-related phenomena are still up in the air as to which kind of

energy is behind it, or whether there's a quantum-level activity actually responsible. There

are no portable quantum flux detectors out there yet.

That being said, you can use all of that mentioned equipment to see if you can

record/document any changes in the immediate environment.,and any evidence of things

that could very well be paranormal.

MAKE IT AN ASSet WHOOPIN.

The greatest assets you can bring to an investigation are: Your positive mental attitude,

your ability to make detailed observations, critical thinking, honesty, a notebook, camera

flashlight, and a roller ball point pen. If you happen to know how to use hi tech gear that

can help correlate some of the inexplicable events taking place, then that is a plus, and

should be included.

ESPECIALLY IF YOU PLAN ON STAYING MORE THAN ONE

NIGHT OR DAY AT THE SITE YOU ARE INVESTIGATING. Paranormal investigations

are a lot like FBI stakeouts. You must be patient and diligent. You cant expect for a ghost to

show up when you and your team mates show up with your cameras and high tech gear. It

doesn't work like that. Often times nothing happens even after several hours of arriving at a

client's home. Sometimes things happen at different times of the day or night.



DEFINE YOUR OBJECTIVE.

A lot of wonderful folks out there think that we scientific minded people are out to

"disprove" their claims or their belief in a ghost haunting or anything that falls under the

paranormal category. We are often called "Debunkers" and people who don't believe in

these sorts of things. But most of us do what we do because of a personal and life altering

experience with something that lead us here. Debunking however, is not the same thing as

looking for other explanations. Look up the meaning of the word. At its root is the word

"bunkum." Debunking comes from an assumption of finding fraud and fakery. That is a

very different approach than simply looking for all alternative explanations to reported

paranormal phenomena, which is the responsibility of every investigator, not simply the



team "debunker."

Assure your client(s) you are "here to help" and not to prove or disprove anything at all.

We cannot guarantee anything at all. We can bring their mind at ease that they are not

going crazy. Or that some things may or may not be paranormal in nature, and that it may

take a long time to come to some conclusion and logical or esoteric explanation. But during

the entire investigative process you are almost always able to provide moral support if not

anything else. If it is simply a matter of curiosity and fun times, then let it be known. But

just remember that at that point it is no longer a paranormal investigation, it is simply a

"ghost hunt" You aren't doing it in the name of science if science goes out the door.
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